
All About Air Source Heat Pumps 

Testing During Cooling 

In the PTCS program, a capacity test is performed on heat pumps to test 
the quality of the installation. The acceptable temperature rise table does 
the math for us. This works well when heating, but often cannot be used in 
summer. The program currently uses the rule of thumb of a 20 degree 
temperature drop across the indoor coil to gauge performance during 
cooling. This approach (along with an acceptable air flow) works well on 
many days, especially in the Northwest where we tend to have low 
humidity. However, under certain conditions it can give misleading results. 

Cooling involves not only lowering the sensible air temperature but also the 
removal of moisture in the form of water vapor. The removal of water vapor lowers the ability of the heat 
pump in cooling mode to lower the sensible temperature. When the relative humidity is higher than 
normal, the temperature drop will be less than the 20 degree rule of thumb. The low temperature drop 
would indicate an underperforming system when in fact it could be operating perfectly. 

To measure the capacity of a cooling system, a psychrometer is needed. Psychrometers read both wet 
bulb and dry bulb temperature allowing us to calculate the enthalpy difference between the air entering 
the indoor coil and the air leaving the indoor coil. The formula for calculating the capacity is 4.5 X CFM X 
the enthalpy difference. For example, the calculated capacity of a two-ton AC unit with a difference in 
enthalpy of 8 and a 800 CFM would be 4.5 X 800 X 8 = 28,800 BTU/Hr. To better compare the calculated 
capacity to the expected capacity, use the detailed capacity tables from the manufacturer. 

 
To automate the process there are Bluetooth®-enabled tools such as the Fieldpiece psychrometer that 
when paired with a smart phone and the Measure Quick App gives you digital tools to quickly measure 
both the sensible and latent capacity of the equipment. 

 
Heating and Cooling Sizing in the Northwest 
ACCA Manual J has been the industry standard for calculating the heat loss 
and gain of a home, for years. The issue with ACCA Manual J is that the 
software can be complicated by many hidden and assumed values that can 
cause inaccurate results, and it does not really inform the HVAC designer 
of which piece of equipment that should be selected to meet the loads.  
 
ACCA Manual S is the manual for equipment selection. Sizing of heat 
pumps can be tricky because if you follow the rules you shouldn't be sizing more than 125% of the cooling 
load. That rule is intended for most of the population, who live in humid climates, but this doesn't apply to 
us here in the Northwest. In fact, ACCA Manual S has a stipulation that indicates that if the home is in a 
heating dominated climate with arid summers, we can size for economic considerations. This means we 
can do something that makes sense here in the Pacific Northwest, which is spared the humid summers 
that most of the U.S. population experiences. To size heat pumps that can heat the homes efficiently for 
most of the hours of the heating season and avoid creating massively oversized systems, we recommend 
that the heat pump compressor can heat the home (without the need for auxiliary heat down) to an 
outdoor temperature of 30 degrees. This also avoids the risk of over-sizing for cooling. 
 
Following these procedures will help to ensure that the heat pump is properly sized and works effectively 
and efficiently. 

https://www.trutechtools.com/Fieldpiece-JL3RH-Flex-Psychrometer-Probe?gdffi=82d4608f40bc44b8876f395eb04c4801&gdfms=4EF947E4ED5D494996C04173DFFB3891&gclid=Cj0KCQjwgezoBRDNARIsAGzEfe69FOAhOxob6qedNolu7ahl9JbqzyvrBKWWbw2oO2tvjMwDyW0AZYwaAitIEALw_wcB
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.measurequick.hvac&hl=en_US


Identifying Variable Speed Heat Pumps 
There have been recent inquiries about whether some units are mini splits or variable speed heat pumps 
(VSHP).  To identify if a unit is a mini-split with multi-position air handler or a ducted mini split refer to the 
picture below.  

• Mini splits with multi-position ducted air handler indoor units (type E in the picture) should be 
claimed as a VSHP (if the system has an inverter-driven compressor), even if they are also 
configured with a traditional ductless wall-mounted indoor head or other indoor head. 

• A horizontally ducted mini split should be claimed as a ductless heat pump (type D in the picture), 
even when servicing multiple rooms. 

For further information or questions, please contact us at ResHVAC@bpa.gov. 

mailto:reshvac@bpa.gov

